
 

Session VIII: Young and Foolish 
 
The foolishness inside a person is more dangerous to them than the temptation _____________ them, and only 

God’s grace has to power to _________ a fool. 

 
 
It’s All About the Heart 
● We spend much energy on announcing and _______________ the law, but while the law is needed, it has 

no power to __________ anyone. 

 
 

● The words, behaviors, and actions of the NextGen come from someplace that ________ shaped: The Heart. 

○ The Heart: “The causal core of our _______________.” 

 
○ Whatever rules the heart will rule the rest of the _________. 

 
○ It is insufficient for us to simply dole out punishment for _____________ that springs out of the heart. 

 
■ Two implications: 

● The heart is the problem for them and for ______! 
 
● Lasting change must travel through the ____________ of the heart. 

 
○ _______________ the NextGen from the world won't change their hearts. 

 
 
What’s the Real Problem? 
● The foolishness of the heart is __________ theological. 

○ It’s _______________ that the NextGen will want to live as if there is no God. 

○ Denying God is a completely ____________, innate, inherited condition. 

○ It’s a simple but sad equation: When we don’t __________ to God’s way, we will ___________ our 

own way. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
So, How Do You Help a Fool? 
● The only hope for a fool is acknowledging the God that every fool somehow, someway ___________. 

 
○ Glory: Remind a fool of the glory that is greater than _______________. 

 
○ Wisdom: Sell a fool on the profound blessings promised for living life within God’s ______________. 

 
○ Story: Tell the story of the ____________ and work of Jesus Christ again, and again, and again. 

 
○ Welcome: Continually extend a welcome to confess foolishness, accept forgiveness, and receive 

eternal help. 
 

I am more _______ the foolish ones I influence than I am __________ them. 
 
● The more I am willing to confess the __________________ that causes me to need God’s grace, the more 

able and willing I will be to extend that grace to others who need it. 
 


